Modern market data, analytics and trading terminal for the buy-side

Infront provides global multi-asset market data, news and efficient tools to help asset managers generate investment ideas, support their decisions, execute orders electronically, monitor their portfolios and benchmark performance against the market.

A MULTI ASSET CLASS TERMINAL

The Infront terminal covers every asset class with global real-time, delayed and historical market data from exchanges, MTFs and contributing brokers:

- Equities
- Derivatives
- Fixed income
- Corporate debt
- Commodities
- Funds
- FX
- Money market
- Corporate and macro calendar
- Professional news

MODERN TECHNOLOGY

- Fast and easy to deploy
- Customisable, intuitive user interface
- Quick to learn, easy to use
- One login from workstation, laptop
- Excel integration
- Mobile apps for iPhone, iPad and Android
Buy-side professionals rely on Infront to follow market developments in real-time. Finding your next investment is easy with global market data, professional news and market screening tools. Search our global data base of listed companies with links to news, charts, and analytics.

### Support your decisions

Make informed decisions based on professional, up-to-the-second news, peer analysis, extensive historical fundamental data and charting capabilities – regardless of whether you prefer technical or fundamental analysis. Custom alerts in the terminal and on your mobile devices make sure you never miss an important development.

### Generate investment ideas
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Make informed decisions based on professional, up-to-the-second news, peer analysis, extensive historical fundamental data and charting capabilities – regardless of whether you prefer technical or fundamental analysis. Custom alerts in the terminal and on your mobile devices make sure you never miss an important development.

### Support your decisions

Make informed decisions based on professional, up-to-the-second news, peer analysis, extensive historical fundamental data and charting capabilities – regardless of whether you prefer technical or fundamental analysis. Custom alerts in the terminal and on your mobile devices make sure you never miss an important development.

Follow your entire portfolio in real-time

Get a real-time view of your portfolio, across asset classes, complete with charts, multiple currencies, related news, analytics and more. Compare to a benchmark index and calculate real-time return and contribution. Stay ahead of all market trends: long, short, up and down, and break the markets down into industry, sector or index for greater insight.

Trade electronically with hundreds of counterparties

The Infront terminal is pre-integrated with multi-broker trading networks such as Ullink NYFIX – enabling electronic trading with hundreds of global counterparties.

**ABOUT INFRONT**

Buy and sell-side institutions in more than 25 countries rely on Infront for its modern terminal with real-time market data, news and analytics covering global markets. The Infront terminal and versatile electronic trading solutions connect thousands of professional users to local and international markets – helping them generate investment ideas, reduce market data costs and trade efficiently with hundreds of global counterparties.

**Oslo / London / Stockholm**

**Copenhagen / Paris**

**WE WORK WITH**

Direkt / Alliance News / Dow Jones / Factset / IDC / Morningstar / Tullet Prebon / ULLINK / Neonet

**CONTACT**

Infront

Oslo: +47 23 31 00 00
London: +44 (0) 20 3829 5031
Stockholm: +46 8 700 5640
Copenhagen: +45 3330 0613

contact@goinfront.com
goinfront.com